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Cameron: ‘Giving Ukraine weapons will help bring peace, not escalate
war’

Кемерон: «Надання Україні зброї допоможе принести мир, а не
ескалацію війни»

Берлінський кореспондент «The Guardian» Кейт Конноллі повідомляє про візит міністра
закордонних справ Великобританії Девіда Кемерона до Німеччини. Після зустрічі з

німецькою колегою Анналеною Бербок на спільній  пресконференції у Берліні 7 березня 2024
р., Д. Кемерон наголосив, що Велика Британія і Німеччина зробили найбільше з-поміж

інших європейських країн у царині військово-дипломатичних, фінансових та інших зусиль
для допомоги Україні. Міністр закордонних справ Великобританії наполегливо закликав

поставити Україні далекобійні ракети, рішуче відкинувши думку про те, що постачання
нових систем озброєнь Україні може призвести до ескалації війни.

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2024/mar/07/cameron-giving-ukraine-weapons-will-help-
bring-peace-not-esclate-war

UK foreign secretary discusses conflict with counterpart in Berlin amid tensions over Germany’s
reluctance to provide missiles
Giving Ukraine the weapons it needs to defend itself against Russia would not escalate the war, but help
to forge peace, David Cameron has said. The UK foreign secretary was speaking on a trip to Berlin,
less than a week after a leaked top-secret military call exposed internal tensions about Germany’s
support for Kyiv.

Germany is under growing international pressure to provide Taurus missiles to Ukraine, despite
reluctance from Olaf Scholz’s government.

In apparent words of encouragement to Berlin, the UK foreign secretary said: “Of course there’s the
question what we can do in terms of medium- and long-range missiles, and I just make this point that
it’s a sovereign decision for every country. But in terms of what Britain has done, I know that what we
have given to the Ukrainians has helped them to resist this appalling invasion and to fight back against
Russian aggression.”

The meeting came at a delicate time for Berlin, not long after Kremlin-controlled media in Russia
published an intercepted call between senior German military officials about Ukraine. During the call, the
generals discussed Britain’s involvement in Ukraine, as well as the logistics of deploying
German-manufactured Taurus missiles.

German chancellor Olaf Scholz has repeatedly refused requests to allow the use of the missiles in
Ukraine, because, he argues, it would involve putting German troops on Ukrainian soil. There are also
concerns in Germany that the missiles’ 500km range means they could be used to strike mainland
Russia, escalating the conflict and making Germany a party to war.



Cameron appeared alongside Germany’s foreign affairs minister, Annalena Baerbock, on Thursday.
Neither addressed the intercepted call directly. When asked about it, Cameron replied: “I don’t want to
play into the hands of some Russian narrative about divisions between allies. What I see … is incredible
unity between allies, incredible unity in Nato.”

Cameron’s unwillingness to engage directly with the leak was at odds with the former defence secretary
Ben Wallace, who was quoted by the Times as saying it was proof that Germany was “neither secure
nor reliable”.

Acknowledging the “enormous amount” Germany had done as the second biggest supplier of weapons
to Ukraine after the United States, Cameron said, facing Baerbock: “We both know we have to ask
ourselves and all our allies: ‘What more can we do? What more ammunition can we provide, what extra
production can we invest in, what weapons do we have that can help the Ukrainians in this fight?’”
Baerbock – who has said she would support in principle the sending of any weapons that helped
Ukraine defend itself – said she and Cameron had talked about the matter and the leak privately, but
“we won’t discuss this on an open stage”. Showing “solidarity and resolve” were the strengths of the
partners of Ukraine, she said, and Vladimir Putin should not be allowed to divide them.

Asked about the upcoming US elections, and how Germany and Britain would react to Donald Trump
securing a second presidential term, Cameron said: “It’s not in our control. But Britain and Germany will
work with whoever wins the elections in the United States and try to build on the importance of that
Atlantic partnership.”

However, he said the onus was on European partners to concentrate their minds on forging a close and
consolidated alliance on major issues before the next US president took office.


